
 

 

Dots on a Map Podcast 
“JV vs RJ: What Can We Learn?” 

Episode 5 Show Notes 
 
 
Intro 

• There are three primary parallels we explore as we compare Delta’s JB 
international/transborder expansion model to the DCI feeder carrier model 

 
1. A Method of Outsourcing 

• Joint Ventures and Delta Connection are both methods of outsourcing 
• In episode 4, we postulated that the “large RJ” flying, if flown by Delta mainline, would 

(conservatively) add around 2,300 pilots to our seniority list  
• Estimating how many Delta pilot jobs are currently outsourced due to our reliance on JVs for 

the bulk of our international expansion is a bit more complicated 
o Comparing fleet, we know that the combined number of widebody aircraft at Air 

France/KLM and Virgin Atlantic (the proposed new JV partnership) is 184 while Delta 
currently operates 150 widebody aircraft 

o While not all of these aircraft fly transatlantic, most do 
o Using recent history as a comparison, the transatlantic split is about 40/60, with Delta 

operating only 40% of transatlantic flights 

 
 
2. Exposure 

• Delta seeks exposure to more markets via both DCI and JVs, gaining access to customers and 
revenue that these partners serve 

• Delta, likewise, risks exposure to the product that our partners offer and its requisite strengths 
and weaknesses 

o Per Delta corporate rhetoric, our product demands a revenue premium over our primary 
competition based on: 

§ Superior reliability (we don’t cancel flights), 
§ Performance (on-time percentage), and 
§ Service (pilots greet passengers, hand out wings, carry strollers, gate house 

announcements, etc.) 
o How do our partners compare in these categories? Are we exposing Delta customers to 

the product they expect? 



 

 

 
3. Labor Relations Between Partner Entities 

• Labor groups can either choose to work together or be used against one another 
• The “RJ Defense Coalition” sued ALPA while mainline pilots were furloughed 
• Recently, partner corporate leaders have touted cost savings over Delta, because of their cost 

efficient labor 
o To prevent international/transborder whipsaw, we must develop and maintain a good 

working relationship with our partner airline labor groups 
o This is the primary role of the International Affairs and Alliance Committee (IAAC) 

 
To listen, search “Dots on a Map” in your podcast app or, if you’re on an iPhone, follow this link from 
a mobile device. Dots on a Map is a Delta MEC podcast series about scope topics. Every episode is also 
available on DALscope.org. 


